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First XI Loss 1 4 Luke Broderick Luke Buetel 

The game was a scrappy affair with both teams struggling to take control. The 

difference was a 15 minute spell in the beginning of the second half when 

Nudgee scored 3 goals to overturn a one goal deficit at half time. TGS scored 

from a penalty early in the first half and could have doubled the advantage with a 

couple of good opportunities. The second half was a different story with Nudgee 

taking their chances in clinical fashion. 

2nd XI Loss 0 1 Harry Beeton 

What a game! After a win last week the 2nds were keen to keep the momentum 

going, and within the first 5 minutes it was fairly obvious which team was playing 

football and which one wasn’t.  I can honestly say (as I did to the boys at half 

time) that first half of football was some of the best I’ve seen a seconds team 

playing in 4-5 years.  They were in complete control of possession, and ball 

movement. Defensively they pressed when Nudgee had the ball and relaxed 

when we had it. We had several occasions where we could have / should have 

scored. Still, we had all of the possession and kept attacking. A couple of corners 

flew through the 6 yard box, untouched, and a number of shots went wide or High. 

Nudgee had not a single shot on goal. 

Confidence was high at half time.  Harry Searle, Harrison Mills, and Tony Burling 

were all called up to the First’s squad at half time, which was well deserved. 

The second half started the same as the first with attack amd possession the 

focus of our play. Cameron Cardillo had a free kick 5 minutes into the match 

which was on Target, followed by a a run and shot by Oliver Schubert 5 minutes 

later. It seemed only a matter of time before we scored.  But ........ As we all know, 

things happen in Football that go against the momentum and against the better 

team. With 14 minutes to go, a long diagonal ball from the Nudgee left back 

found the feet of their right wing attacker who made no mistake with his shot (and 

Nudgee’s only shot on target for the entire game)  pitting the visitors into the lead 

1-0. Try as they might, the TGS boys continued their dominance of possession 

and attack, only to be repelled repeatedly.  A disappointing loss after such a 

quality performance by the TGS 2nd’s ..... but that’s Football. 

3rd XI Draw/Tie 0 0 Tom Layton

A great defensive game from our boys. We missed a penalty and hit the post in 

the first half, but NC hit the post in the second half. Doug Plant and Joe 

Lederhose worked hard at the back while Baxter McDonald was again solid in 

goals. Midfield tried to play the ball out. In the end a fair result.

4th XI Loss 0 3 Lawson Herbert

Despite the 3-0 score line, this was quite a close game. We lacked firepower up-

front and were occasionally a little loose at the back, but if we can work on these 

areas, some wins will surely come our way. As usual it was end-to-end stuff and 

therefore a very decent spectacle. Good job, boys.

11A Loss 0 1 Jordynn Watts

A tight encounter between two evenly matched teams. The team set up with a 

strong back four with Charlie Sheahan in right back and Angus Corey holding 

strong at left back.  Our combative midfield were once again in the thick of it as 

they fought hard to win the individual battles and transition the ball from defence 

to attack.  Of note was the tireless endeavours of Jordynn Watts who was 

everywhere and a constant thorn to the Nudgee midfield.  The threat from 

Nudgee was significant and it took a magnificent double save from Callum 

Francis in the 18th minute to keep the scores level.  Eventually our luck ran out 

and Nudgee’s pressure saw them take an undeserved lead at 20 Minutes.  The 

second half brought significant positional changes as the bench got their chance 

to shine.  The half time team talk noted that we would probably get one chance to 

get back in the game and that chance occurred when Tom Green stretched to 

make contact only to see his effort go desperately close.  In the end we couldn’t 

find a way and when the whistle blew, we were all disappointed that we got 

nothing out of the game.  

11B Loss 1 3 Mendoza Hemmer Will Titterton

A solid start to the match saw the TGS lads push early with strong contests for 

the ball. Unfortunately we conceded early through miscommunication on a corner. 

After 15 minutes the deficit was extended to 0-2 as a low ball passed through two-

dozen legs to catch Fred Smolenski unaware. Captain Hamish Andreas offered 

sage advice at the break and the team lifted in the second half, dominating 

possession and putting more and more pressure on the Nudgee keeper. Josh 

Healy needs a special mention for his efforts attacking the goal; although 

ultimately unsuccessful this week, he is still looking to nab the golden boot for the 

season. Mendoza Hemmer was able to capitalise, slotting an excellent goal on 

the near post to salvage a goal in the 1-3 loss. Will Titterton and Hamish Andreas 

were also at the forefront, playing clever attacking football. Special thanks go out 

to Tom Bragg, Zac Dean, Gus Maher, and Nichols O'Sullivan who stepped up to 

play a second game.   

11C Loss 0 12 Oliver Gray

An extremely tough game was played against a far higher caliber Nudgee team. 

However the dramatic scoreline doesn't highlight the many positives taken from 

the performance from the boys. Much of what we had worked on during the week 

was put into practice and continually attempted by the boys. Not having our 

keeper did inhibit our abilities but credit must go to the brave boys Nick 

O'Sullivan, Zac Dean and Sam Christensen; who all had a go in goal in a game 

where goalie was the toughest position on the field. All the boys played well and 

continued to work as hard as they could and enjoyed the game right until the final 

whistle. Showing how great their love for the sport and dedication to their fellow 

teammates is, something any coach is always proud to see. 

10A Loss 0 3
Sewmith 

Samarawickrama

The boys started slow against a strong Nudgee side but worked hard in defence. 

Yoseph Bou Samra, Clancy Wright & Sewmith Samarawickrama all had a strong 

game. Harry Graham scored late in the first half but the goal was denied. Down 3 - 

0 at half time, the boys came out firing. Harry Graham had 5 good chances in 

front of the goal but couldn't get the finish. Matthew Moore, Taku Doherty and 

Luke Parish were strong but the game got away from us, despite a much stronger 

second half. Time to rebuild & get ready for next week. 

10B Loss 0 3 Cameron Apel

TGS started strongl in the first half keeping Nudgee scoreless with superb 

defence from Will Smith and great goalkeeping from Camaron Apel. In the 2nd 

half TGS some key players got injured and the boys ran out of energy but gave it 

their all.

10C Loss 0 4 Jim Mann

The boys are improving and learning as the weeks go on but unfortunately on the 

weekend they didn’t come out with a win. An excellent defensive performance 

from the back four on the weekend wasn’t enough to keep the onslaught of NC’s 

attack at bay. In the weeks to come, we will work on midfield positioning and 

distribution in order to support the back four and help with moving the ball forward 

to the strikers so that we can get more shots on goal.

FB Round 3 vs NC



10D Draw/Tie 2 2
Connor Quinn, Eli 

McCutcheon
Connor Quinn

After a slow start and some key positional changes we started to dominate the 

opposition. Many opportunities were created on goal with great pressure put on all 

aspects of Nudgee's game. In defence Will Street and Connor Quinn were great 

and in the middle Olly Donaldson and Joe Onley had great games. In attack, 

Darcy Neal, Eli McCutcheon and Campbell Chappell played solid games. Well 

done boys, bring on next week.

9A Win 4 1
Bailey Mann 3   

William Searle 1
Bailey Mann

The first half of the game belonged to Bailey Mann with 3 goals in 8 minutes. His 

nose for goals and his change of pace (more toe than a Roman Sandle) was 

devastating and a joy to watch. He was supported well by his other strike partner 

Ethan Mutsando whose dribbling was top notch. The defence was solid with Max 

Lomas making critical stops in goals. Both wing backs Ted Long and Oliver 

Cliford getting forward and causing problems. We had the general in the middle 

of the park pulling the stings, Joshua Zahra with his silky skills and great vision. 

Second half we were somewhat disjointed and we wobbled with Nudgee pulling 

one back. Under pressure for a period of time but a magic goal from William 

Searle put the game beyond doubt.  A good team performance with Yousef and 

Ibrahim Taylor causing problems out wide and defending well. There were solid 

games from Bona Roberts, Oscar Burey, Ben Miller and Kai Rhichardson. Good 

team effort, well done boys, but we can improve. The team dropped off after half 

time for a 10 minute period, losing our shape. Decision making and learning 

curves are areas that we can improve on.  On Tuesday we will look at ways of 

improving all aspects of our game. Overall pleasing effort, well done boys 

9B Win 7 0
Samuel Geu 4  Conner 

Youngberry 2 Marcus 

Seckler 1

Samuel Geu

What a difference a week can make in football, the 9B men were superb. Netting 

3 goals early, Samuel Geu and Conner Youngberry combined to place pressure 

on the NC back four. New week and new positions saw players like Alistair 

McKay, Marcus Seckler and Joe Sippel boss the midfield, while our backs 

benefited from having Joesph Gray in goals. With a focus on game management 

the boys managed to inflict more goals with Samuel getting 4 and Conner a 

double to close out with a clean sheet and big winners. Well done lads. 

9C Win 4 2
Campbell Winter 1                    

Ben Burgess 1                          

Baxter Tzannes 2

Wintour Good game from the boys. They worked hard the entire game. We only had 11 

players so had to work even harder with no subs. Good effort in the end. 

9D Win 0 11

Tom Scutt 6,  Isaac 

Barac 1, Frankie Loane 

2, Cormac Murphy 1, 

Stuart Officer 1

Tom Scutt

They were confident when they first took the field and started scoring after 10 

minutes. With a solid back four, clever mid fielders, and devastating forwards, 

Nudgee defence never stood a chance. TGS played excellent football joined by 

newcomers , Isaac Barac on the wing and James Elms at the back. Keeping the 

same simple approach in the second half kept the goals coming. 

8A Draw/Tie 2 2 Emmanuel Geu 2 Tristan Hearn

What a game of football, perhaps not the purists pleasure to watch but 

entertaining from start to finish. Both teams were committed to winning in their 

school colours. Tristan Hearn was outstanding in his best performance of the 

year. Emmanuel Geu again showed his class with 2 goals from pro active 

movement. From possible winning chances in the last 10 minutes, to the brilliant 

last ditch tackles of Tdonson Hammond, Alex Denman, Mathew Jacobs and 

Kagan Cummings superb last tackle to kept the game at 2-2. Wow, very proud of 

a team full of grit and spunk, many good things to come from these boys.

8B Loss 0 3 Lewis Bird

Nudgee took advantage of a slow start by TGS and were two goals up after the 

first 15 minutes. The TGS boys regained their composure and managed to work 

their way back into the game. Despite having limited opportunities on goal the 

remainder of the first half was a more equally contested affair. Half time 0-2.

The second half started with a much improved show from the TGS boys who were 

able to test the Nudgee goalkeeper after shots from Matthew Johnston and 

Charlie Herden. The TGS back four Harry Haig, Patrick O'Sullivan, Lewis Bird 

and Frazer Wilkie worked hard to keep Nudgee at bay. Mid way through the 

second half the Nudgee forward converted a penalty after a solid challenge from 

Lewis Bird inside the penalty area. TGS stuck to their task and were unlucky not 

to get any reward for their efforts as William Wu found himself one on one with 

the Nudgee Keeper on three separate occasions. The game finished 3-0 in 

favour of Nudgee College. 

The result emphasises to the boys the need start the game with greater intensity. 

8C Win 3 1
Gilbert Tighe 2          

Jack Leslie

Elliot Murfin-

Chalmers

The boys had a great game against NC. The team dominated the game creating 

many goal scoring opportunities. Massive game from Elliot in goals saving many 

1 on 1 chances from the NC striker, keeping us in a comfortable lead. Overall 

great passion and desire from the boys as we grab another win this season. 

8D Win 4 3
James Higgins 3 

George Anderson 1
Liam Hackwood

The team worked hard for this win against a spirited Nudgee side. The first half 

saw lots of chances not taken by TGS and a NC team that pushed easily through 

the middle. In the second half, the lads tightened their defence and converted 

their chances. Great team effort. Special mention to Liam Hackwood and Louis 

Clementson for their "extra" effort in match.

8E Loss 0 8 Flynn Kirkby

The guys showed a lot of improvement this week from the first round. They did 

much better at sticking to their positions and trusting their teammates. They were 

just unlucky not to score a couple of goals. Once we tighten up our defence we 

will be hard to beat. Flynn Kirkby was MVP this week, he didn’t stop running back 

on defence and was unlucky not to bag at least one goal.

7A Loss 1 9 William McKay William McKay

So the boys came up against a very strong and tall Nudgee side that were yet to 

be challenged this season. For the first 20 minutes the boys held their own and 

were able to not only restrict Nudgee in attack but create a number of scoring 

opportunities. Going into the half time break we were 4 - 0 down. The second half 

was extremely encouraging despite the final score of 9 - 1. A number of 

opportunities were created resulting in a goal and a number of close 

opportunities. The boys have continued to work on playing out from the back and 

transition from having possession of the ball to defence. The final score of 9 - 

1?was in no way an indication of the game. The boys performed well and the 

progress of this side is evident.

7B Loss 2 5
Dougie Hoare 1  

Cooper Healey 1
Bailey Currie

Once again a game where the scoreline is a poor reflection of the performance 

on the pitch.  Particularly in the first half, we were easily equal to our opponents, if 

not the better side. A couple of unlucky goals and some minor defensive errors 

inflated the final score in Nudgee's favour.  The energy and hunger displayed by 

the boys was of the highest level, something that I have come to enjoy about this 

group of boys.  They each gave 100 percent of their effort for 100 percent of the 

game.  Dougie Hoare was our opening scorer with strong free kick into the top of 

the net after 10 minutes.  Cooper Healey made it 2 goals in 2 weeks with a nicely 

poached goal in the second half.  Player of the match goes to Bailey Currie who 

made the right back position his fortress, snuffing every attack that came his way.  

He made some lengthy runs and played other players into promising positions 

throughout the game. He played for a short time in the right midfield which meant 

he did a lot of running throughout the match.  The boys should be very proud of 

the high energy that they showed and the continual improvement that is plainly 

evident. This week in training we'll do some defensive work and we'll also be 

looking to be more assertive with shots on goal as we are still a bit gun shy in the 

final third.

7C Loss 2 6
Tom Dampney                             

Sam Peterson
Tom Dampney 

I am impressed by the development of the boys. They played well and did not 

stop trying untill the end of the match. I was pleased to see the boys score their 

first goal with many more to come.



7D Loss 1 9 Elliott Simon Will Perry

Regardless of our defeat, the boys enjoyed the game immensely and even made 

some friends with some boys from the Nudgee side! The first half was tough with 

boys moving too far from positions, leaving us with a lack of numbers in attack 

when we had attack opportunities. But the second half saw the boys working well 

together to create more goal scoring opportunities and keeping the opposition in 

defence for the majority of time. Some great striking of the ball and pressure in 

defence from the boys, reflective of our training focus. MVP goes to Will Perry for 

some wonderful defensive play and ball striking. 

6A Loss 1 6 Oliver Wells Liam O'Mara

Tough game with a team way better than us. There were too many mistakes for 

us in the first half.  Leaving us 5-1 down going into half time. We had a better 

second half with only letting 1 past us.  6-1 at the end with lots of learning needed 

by our boys. 

6B Loss 0 10 Praj Gupte 

The 6Bs played a wonderful game, which was not reflected in the scoreline. 

Some great keeping from Sam Schwennesen and strong defence kept the game 

to 0-2 at half time. Praj Gupte was dominating the midfield but couldn’t quite get 

the ball to areas we needed. As the game went on and our boys tired after a huge 

display to that point, the score blew out from 0-3 to 0-10 by the end. Plenty of 

positives can be taken from this game. Keep working hard team, I am proud of 

your growth already this season. 

5A Draw/Tie 1 1 Ethan Thompson Iskcon Gyawali

Brilliant game by the 5As who fought off some very tough opposition to almost 

hold on to an unlikely win. Ethan Thompson put us ahead early with a cracking 

strike from range and it took an equally good volley by Nudgee to equalise late in 

the game. Some heroic defending at times kept Nudgee at bay as they attacked 

again and again during the second half. Well done boys!

5B Loss 0 10 Edward Cook

The TGS 5B side took to the field against an incredibly strong Nudgee College 

outfit,who put the boys under pressure early. Once again, the effort of the boys 

cannot be questioned as they showed a significant improvement in tackling from 

previous weeks. Unfortunately, the effort was not reflective on the final scoreline 

of 0-10. Eddie Cook was awarded the MVP of the match for his tenacious terrier-

like defending. Special mention goes to Jack 'Sticky Hands' Elmes who donned 

the Keeper's Gloves for the second half and did an outstanding job. 


